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secutex - buffer pad
Special properties and highly versatile.

A significant proportion of a product’s total costs 
are attributable to damage resulting from a lack 
of buffer pad. The principal causes of this are 
carelessness, negligence and improper handling. 
This represents avoidable damage to goods and 
stock. However, staff absenteeism due to acci-
dent or noise-induced hearing loss is a cost factor 
that is easily overlooked; but which significantly 
reduces profits. secutex will enable you to reduce 
unnecessary costs and remove sources of danger.

The advantages
-  Safety at work for the user
- Reliable workflow
- Secure handling speeds up workflow
- Less materials damage
- Guaranteed compliance with
 statutory requirements

secutex is an excellent polyurethane elastomer 
with a particularly advantageous combination of 
physical and chemical properties.

High structural strength
secutex offers extremely high tensile strength 
compared to other chemical materials. This ena-
bles the secutex material to be stretched to 500% 
of its original length without breaking.

High flexibility
secutex offers considerably greater flexibility in 
comparison to conventional rubber. secutex reta-
ins its flexibility even under extreme temperature 
fluctuations.

Extreme wear resistance
secutex is virtually indestructible. In wet wear 
resistance tests secutex performed better than 
many metals.

Secutex-Prallschutz
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SPL for bolting, welding and bonding
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Options

B Surface

C  Reinforcement

A  Sorts

Buffer Pad Sorts Surface hardness [Shore A]

secutex normal 75°

secutex yellow 55°, 75°, 90°

secutex-„Heat“ 90°

Type of surface

Smooth

Ground

Fabric

Pyramids

Perforated plate reinforcement Standard color: red
Special color: black/yellow

Perforated plate

sheet steel base

Heavy-load design

Stainless steel

For bolting and riveting
secutex-SPL-F

SPL-F 

For bolting and riveting

secutex buffer pad with internal perforated plate 
can be bolted and riveted in various ways. Thus 
you can achieve universal buffer pad at the drop 
of a hat.

The advantages
- The perforated plate insert prevents longitudinal  
 and transverse expansion.
- Simple attachment using bolts or rivets

Examples
- Drip trays and tin boxes
- Storage racks
- Coil hooks
- Fork lift trucks
- Corner protection, wall and surface protection

Available in the types of buffer pad
- secutex normal [75° Shore A]
- secutex yellow [55°, 75°, 90° Shore A]
- Heat-resistant „secutex-Heat“

Thickness: min. 10 mm
Widths: 20 - 1.000 mm
Standard length: 3.000 mm

02.1 BUFFER PAD

For bolting and riveting
secutex-SPL-F

SPL-F in cross section: 

A
B

C
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C  Reinforcement und mounting option

A  Sorts

Buffer pad sorts Surface hardness [Shore A]

secutex normal 75°

secutex yellow 55°, 75°, 90°

secutex-„Heat“ 90°

Perforated plate reinforcement Standard color: red
Special color: black/yellow

Perforated plate

Overlapping, 
angled downwards at 90°

Heavy-load design

Stainless steel 
perforated plate

Options

B Surface

Type of surface

Smooth

Ground

Fabric

Pyramids

Welding
secutex-SPL-F

02.1 BUFFER PAD

Welding
secutex-SPL-F

SPL-F 

For welding

Often welding is the easiest and quickest 
means of attachment. The various overlapping 
perforated plate designs enable a wide range of 
applications. 
Please note the mounting options and welding 
instructions! 

The advantages
- Simply weld onto the workpiece
- No repeated precision drilling
- No holes in the secutex buffer pad
 material

Examples
- Drip trays and tin boxes 
- Ramp protection
- Lifting trucks
- Fork lift and fork protection
- Supporting column protection

Available in the types of buffer pad
- secutex normal [75° Shore A]
- secutex yellow [55°, 75°, 90° Shore A]
- Heat-resistant „secutex-Heat“

Thickness: min. 10 mm
Widths: 20 - 1.000 mm
Standard length: 3.000 mm

SPL-F in cross section: 
Excess perforated sheet metal for welding 

A
B

C
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SPG-F und SP-F

For bolting an bonding

When bolting or welding is not possible, buffer 
pad may be bonded using secutex special adhe-
sive.

The advantages
- May be used (almost) everywhere by bonding -  
 No drilling or welding

Examples
- Cold stores
- Painted, veneered walls and
 surfaces-Steel constructions

Available in the types of buffer pad
- secutex normal [75° Shore A]
- secutex yellow [55°, 75°, 90° Shore A]
- Heat-resistant „secutex-Heat“

Thickness: min. 10 mm
Widths: 20 - 1.000 mm
Standard length: [SPG-F]: 3.000 mm
Standard length: [SP-F]: 5.000 mm

Bolting, bonding
SPG-F
SP-F

Bolting, bonding
secutex-SPG-F, SP-F

C  Reinforcement

A  Sorts

Buffer pad sorts Surface hardness [Shore A]

secutex normal 75°

secutex yellow 55°, 75°, 90°

secutex-„Heat“ 90°

Fabric reinforcement

Without reinforcement [SP-F]

Fabric [SPG-F]

Fibreglass [SPG-F-F]

Options

SPG-F in cross section:

A
B

C

B Surface

Type of surface

Smooth

Ground

Fabric

Pyramids

02.1 BUFFER PAD
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SpanSet-secutex
Sicherheitstechnik GmbH
Am Forsthaus 33     
52511 Geilenkirchen
Germany
Tel  +49 (0) 24 51 48 45 73 - 0     
Fax +49 (0) 24 51 48 45 73 - 119 
info@secutex.de     
www.secutex.de

 Your SpanSet-secutex works representative




